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Abstract: This study aimed to determine the effect of cognitive behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Pan balang greedy to increased interest persuasive students through lesson study VIII.4 grade students of SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja. This research is the study design “quasi-experimental (Quasi Experiment)” Design nonequivalent pretest-posttest control group design. The sampling technique used is random sampling and random class as an intact group of subjects of this study were 38 people VIII.4 grade students of SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja. The process of taking data in this study using the method of observation, interviews, diaries and questionnaires Interests linkert scale pattern persuasive and descriptive analysis and statistical analysis used the formula for the t-test. Empirical findings in this study stated that there are significant cognitive-behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Pan balang greedy to increased interest persuasive students through lesson study VIII.4 grade students of SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja. This is evidenced by the t value of 3.516 sig.0,01 with 0.01 <0.05. indicating that counseling services will be more effective if counselees in the implementation of the service is facilitated by modeling techniques Balang Greed Pan models. Based on this statement we can say that the cognitive-behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Balang Greed Pan right models applied in schools.
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Introduction

Based on the observations of investigators at the time of execution of PPL Real and practice internship counseling / field practice counseling in schools (PLBKS) in the class of grade VIII SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja, of 37 student researchers looked at 17 students showed symptoms such as demonstrating the attitudes of students looking very once difficult and very reluctant to approach, difficult to influence people, and hard to convince people, researchers found 20 other students had symptoms like that is easy to approach, easy to influence people, and is easy to convince people. Symptoms such students can be said to exhibit symptoms of “interest persuasive.”
Interests Persuasive

According Dharsana (2013: 2) "Interest persuasive that the interest of a person to approach, the interest to influence people, and interests to convince people. Based defnisitersebut, then the "interest persuasive" in that it contains three aspects: 1) the interests of a person to approach, 2) interest to influence people, and 3) interest to convince people.

Another suggestion is (Ajzen, 1971; D'Hondt & VSNU, 2006; Dharsana, 2017; Greenwald, 1968; Moyer-Guse, 2008; Olson & Zanna, 1993; Rokhimah 2011; Simorangkir et al., 2014; Sinaga, 2014; Wood, 2000)Interests persuasive, namely interest-related work affects others ". Based on these definitions, the "interest persuasive" in that it contains one aspect, namely: (1) influencing others.

In Big Indonesian Dictionary persuasive is the interest that is of interest means the tendency of elevated liver against something, while persuasive is subtly persuasive in order to be sure. So we can conclude persuasive interest is high liver tendency to subtly persuade others to become convinced.

Based on the definition of exposure, so in this study is the "interest persuasive" is a person's interest to approach people, interests to influence, and interests to convince people. Based on these definitions, the "interest persuasive" in that it contains three aspects: 1) the interests of a person to approach, 2) interest to influence people, and 3) interest to convince people.

Persuasive in increasing interest of students, there are various attempts to do, namely: the educational efforts, with training efforts, the efforts of psychological treatments and counseling efforts. Educational efforts are only one way that does not cause intraksi that the inter-individual to another, if the training implementation shorter so it can not focus, whereas when using treatments psychology requires scientific in and when using the efforts of the counseling, the researchers already have a background in expertise counseling obtained from the first semester to semester VII. In connection with that, the researchers chose to raise Self Achievement using guidance and counseling approach.

Cognitive Behavioral Counseling

According Dharsana (2016: 98) Counseling cognitive-behavioral Aaron T Back has five categories of schemes, namely (1) Cognitive (working unreal / invisible, interpreting call back and evacuating people and others), (2) Affective (responsible for generating feelings), (3) Motivation (concerns relating to expectations and beliefs), (4) Instrumental (preparing people to react, and (5) Controls (involving monitor themselves and prohibitions, change and deeds languag or indirect (Armasari, Dantes, and Sulastri, 2013; Padmi, 2017; Rabiatul, 2017; Sanyata, 2012; Saraswati, Dantes, and Sulastri, 2013))

In the application of cognitive-behavioral counseling, there are automatic thoughts in person, according Dharsana (2016: 98) automatic thoughts is part of an internal monologue individuals and can be shaped imaginations (image / shadow) words or both. Pikran-automatic thoughts very quickly and usually takes place at the end of consciousness. Automatic thoughts precede emotions, feelings, and occurs repeatedly even though we try to block it. Automatic thoughts can be associated with thoughts more complex underlying our thoughts are more real. Finally, automatic thoughts affect facial expressions, tone of voice and gestures. Based on these explanations persuasive to increase the interest of students, need to apply this cognitive-behavioral counseling, by emphasizing the automatic thoughts of students, so that students can be more realistic / real.

Modeling Techniques Pan Balang Greed

According Dharsana (2016) modeling technique is a way to introduce and counselors provide persuasive model that has a high interest to be able to do that, students were asked to replicate the model that has been provided by the counselor In line with this definition, Komalasari, et al. (2014: 176) argues modeling technique is the means used by counselors to raise interest persuasive through characterization, characterization is such characterizations through the film, a character's imagination (imaginary), and so forth. Modeling also called mimesis (imitation), which indicates that the observed behavior of other people, imitated, more an imitation of what is seen and observed(Adiputra, 2015; Ardana, Dharsana, & Suranata, 2014; Damayanti & Aeni, 2016; Mandalà, Dantes, and Setuti, 2013; Sutanti, 2015) The process of learning through observation indicated that a learning process after observing the behavior of other people.

To increase students' interest persuasive researchers used modeling techniques symbolic model of Pan balang greedy. Mechanical modeling is not just imitating or repeating what do the models (others), but
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modeling involves the addition or subtraction of the observed behavior, menggeneralisir various observations sekalligus, involves the cognitive processes (Alwisol, 2009).

According to Bandura (in Alwisol, 2009). Modeling the form of symbolic usually obtained from a model or a television movie that presents examples of behavior that can affect the viewer.

Teknik Pan balang greedy modeling is a way to increase students' interest persuasive manner Pan balang greedy portrayed as someone who has an interest in high persuasive. The purpose of the modeling technique Pan balang this greed is to make students capable of mimicking the role of the Pan balang greedy character has particularly high interest persuasive (Dharsana, 2016).

Lesson Study

Researchers also implement the model Lesson study in this research. (Yoshida, 1999 in Lewis, 2002) lesson study is a process that teachers or counseling teacher progressively striving to improve service delivery methods kenseling, by means of air-cooperation with the other teachers. While Ali (Sukirman 2006) looked at the lesson study as a model educator professional guidance through the learning assessment / counseling collaborative service delivery and sustainable(Cerbin & Kopp, 2006; Fernandez, 2002; C. Lewis, 2000; CC Lewis, Perry, & Hurd, 2009; C. Lewis, Perry, and Murata, 2006; Perry & Lewis, 2009).

Based on the background of the above problems, operationally the issues to be investigated can be formulated problems of the "Is there any influence of cognitive-behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Pan balang greedy to increased interest persuasive students through lesson study in class VIII.4, SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja?"

In line with the formulation of the problems mentioned above, the purpose of this study was to determine the effect of cognitive behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Pan balang greedy to increased interest persuasive students through lesson study VIII.4 grade students of SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja.

Method

This type of research used in this research is the study design "quasi-experimental (Quasi Experiment)" Design nonequivalent pretest-posttest control group design. In sampling, a technique used random sampling and random class as an intact group. As is the random sampling means that sample population members is done by selecting a random sample, regardless of the strata that exist in the population. All things considered sector in the class have the same chance to be sampled (Dantes, 2012).

(Aronson & Costanzo, 1988; Campion and McClelland, 1991; Hui, Lam, & Law, 2000; Marvin, 1990; Taylor, Tracy, Renard, Harrison, & Carroll, 1995)This study took a sample of students who demonstrate high interest criterion persuasive medium and low total of 37 students.

To collect data on interest persuasive students and to obtain accurate data in this study using multiple data collection techniques along with each device data collection, namely: (1) Questionnaire, (2) Methods of Observation, (3) Interview Method, (4) Diary.

Based on the validity of the tests conducted on the 30 items on the questionnaire self-achievement, moving rhitung coefficient of 0.310 to 0.747. After consultation with r tabel on df = 93 with level siginifikansi 5% that is 0.202 indicates rhitung > rtabel so are not found items that fall, this means that the entire item is valid, and therefore the number of items the questionnaire is a total of 30 items.

Ralpha comparison test reliability with r tabel show ralpha is 0.927 while r tabel ie df = 95-2 = 93 with a level of 5% is 0.202 siginifikansi thus showing, ralpha > rtabel 0.927 > 0.202, it can be concluded that the grains used instruments or degree of reliability Highly reliable Guilford high-based classification, so that the achievement of self instrumen questionnaire is feasible for use in research.

Based on the test results of normality and homogeneity persuasive interest data above, it can be said that the requirements for testing the hypothesis with t-test can be met. Therefore, hypothesis testing can be continued by using techniques Paired Sample Test.
The results of t-test such as shows, \( t \) value of 3.516 sig.0.01 with 0.01 <0.05. Thus, the null hypothesis (H0) stating that there is no influence cognitive-behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Pan balang greedy to increased interest persuasive students through lesson study VIII.4 grade students of SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja, rejected.

**Results and Discussion**

Empirical findings in this study stated that there are significant cognitive-behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Pan balang greedy to increased interest persuasive students through lesson study VIII.4 grade students of SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja. This result is evidenced by the results of t-test showed \( t \) value of 3.516 sig.0.00 with 0.01 <0.05. with a significance level (p) <0.05, it can be concluded that the null hypothesis that "there is no influence cognitive-behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Pan balang greedy to increased interest persuasive students through lesson study in Class VIII.4SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja" rejected. This indicates that counseling services will be more effective if counselees in the implementation of the service is facilitated by modeling techniques Balang Greed Pan models.

**Table 1. Average interest persuasive statistics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. deviation</th>
<th>Std. error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>interests persuasive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pretest</td>
<td>106.43</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9842</td>
<td>1618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postest</td>
<td>113.14</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>8159</td>
<td>1,341</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In applying cognitive-behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Balang Greedy Pan models, counselors are required to plan and carry out the process in accordance with the procedures and steps in the counseling techniques. Counselors are also required to be creative to provide new innovations in implementing guidance and counseling services in order to make counselees interested in following the process so that problems experienced service can be expressed openly and obtain appropriate troubleshooting with counselees needs.

**Table 2. Summary of Test Paired Sample Test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>paired Differences</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>Std. deviation</td>
<td>Std. error Mean</td>
<td>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interests persuasive</td>
<td>-6703</td>
<td>11 597</td>
<td>1,907</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                  | 569 | 3516 |
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The implications for BK teacher or counselor is in providing counseling services should be better planned and systematic counseling in accordance with the procedures and steps involved in counseling techniques. In addition, counselors must be more active in seeking information and add knowledge about new things to enrich themselves with counseling techniques are more varied and can be applied in guidance and counseling services in schools. Counselors as a guidance counselor at the school should be able to facilitate and steer counselees in accordance with their potential and help reveal and help solve problems in the fields counselees personal, learning, social or career. With the right technique and according to the characteristics counselees problems, then the process of counseling services will run effectively and efficiently

The results of this study indicate that interest persuasive VIII.4 grade students of SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja that cognitive-behavioral counseling models modeling techniques Greed Pan Balang more increased from the students who were in the control group. Based on this statement we can say that the cognitive-behavioral counseling models modeling techniques Greed Pan right Balang applied in schools.

The application of cognitive-behavioral counseling Pan models modeling techniques Balang Greed implications for the planning and development of guidance and counseling services model in terms of techniques and procedures of service activities provided to the counselee.

From the analysis of the study, the results of which diperolehlah found that counseling services will be more effective if counselees in pelaksanaan counseling services facilitated by cognitive behavioral modeling techniques Balang Greed Pan models. This result is evidenced by the results of t-test showed t value of 3,516 sig.0,01 with 0:01 <0.05. with a significance level (p) <0.05, it can be concluded that the null hypothesis that "there is no influence cognitive-behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Pan balang greedy to increased interest persuasive students through lesson study in Class VIII.4SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja" rejected. Instead the alternative hypothesis (H1) who stated that "there are effects of cognitive-behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Pan balang greedy to increased interest persuasive students through lesson study in Class VIII.4SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja", is accepted.

**Conclusion**

Based on the analysis and discussion of the research results, it can be concluded that there are effects of cognitive-behavioral counseling by modeling techniques Pan balang greedy to increased interest persuasive students through lesson study VIII.4 grade students of SMP Negeri 2 Singaraja. To that end, the counseling teachers (counselors) should use counseling cognitive modeling techniques Balang Greed Pan models as an alternative in providing counseling services to the counselee (students).
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